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A DECLARATION,
A CALL TO GET ORGANIZED NOW

FOR A REAL REVOLUTION
Let’s get down to basics: We need a revolution—nothing less!
To everyone who can’t stand this world the way it is ... who is sick and tired of so many people being treated as less than
human ... who knows that the claim of “liberty and justice for all” is a cruel lie ... who is righteously enraged that injustice and
inequality go on, and on, and on, despite false promises and honeyed words from people in power (or those seeking power)
... everyone who agonizes about where things are headed and the fact that to be young now means being denied a decent
future, or any future at all ... everyone who has ever dreamed about something much better, or even wondered whether that is
possible ... everyone who hungers for a world without oppression, exploitation, poverty, and destruction of the environment ...
everyone who has the heart to fight for something that is really worth fighting for: You need to be part of this revolution.
This revolution is not just “a good idea”—it is actually possible.
Is this for real? Are we serious about this, and can we back it up? YES. We are not here to repeat garbage that may be
“popular” or to spread the lies we are constantly told by the people in power and their mouthpieces in the media and
elsewhere. We are here to bring the truth. So here are some basic truths that we need to understand and live by.

1.

The system we live under, the system of capitalism-imperialism destroys lives and crushes spirits. It is the source of
endless horrors for the majority of people in this country and all around the world, and it is increasingly threatening the very
existence of humanity. The military of this country is not carrying out an “honorable service”—and it is not some “bad ass” force
that people should respect. It is doing the same thing around the world, on a massive scale, that the police are doing here:
carrying out the cowardly killing and terrorizing of people in the service of the biggest oppressors in the world, the rulers of this
country. And it is a major cause of the destruction of the environment.
It is a hard but basic truth: For the masses of people, and ultimately for humanity as a whole, there is no future, or no future
worth living, under this system.
But there is a way to a world and a future that is worth living, and is worth fighting for right now: revolution—a real revolution, not
playing around with a few changes that leave this system in place and in power, while benefitting only a small number. A revolution
means a force of millions, drawn from many different parts of society and organized for an all-out fight to overthrow this system
and replace it with a radically different and much better economic and political system, a socialist system, based on meeting the
needs of the people and carrying forward the fight for a communist world where there will finally be an end, everywhere, to the
exploitation, oppression, and destruction of the environment that is built into this system of capitalism-imperialism. Anything less
than this revolution will completely fail to deal with the root of all the problems or lead to the actual solution.

2.

Revolutions are not possible all the time, but are generally possible only in rare times and circumstances, especially in
a powerful country like this. This is one of those rare times and circumstances. This system is in real trouble, caught up
in crisis and conflicts for which it has no easy or lasting solutions.Throughout this country the workings of this system have
given rise to deep divisions which cannot be resolved under this system. Society is being ripped apart.Those who rule are
locked in a bitter fight among themselves, and they cannot hold things together in the way they have in the past. Although
there are a lot of bad things connected with this and it could lead to something really terrible, it is also possible that we could
wrench something really positive out of it—revolution, to put an end to this system and bring something much better into
being.

We have seen the potential for revolution powerfully demonstrated just last summer when millions of people, of all races and
genders, all over this country, and all around the world, rose up together against racist oppression and police murder. We have
seen this potential in the mass outpourings of women, in countries all over the world, refusing to put up with being abused and
degraded. This potential is also revealed in the deep distress being expressed, by scientists and millions of ordinary people,
about the continually worsening climate crisis and the threat this poses to the future of humanity—a crisis this system cannot
solve, but can only make worse. But, with all this, right now only a small number of us have recognized the need for this
revolution and are acting to make it happen. So there is crucial work that must be done now to win people to understand the
need for revolution and act to make it real—to turn the potential for revolution into a powerful movement and organized force
for an actual revolution.

3.

To make this revolution a reality, we need leadership with the scientific method, the strategy and program that can shine
a light through the madness and chaos that this system is constantly creating and can lead in carving the path forward out of
this madness to the radically new world we need. AND WE HAVE THAT LEADERSHIP—IN BOB AVAKIAN (BA). BA is the
architect of a whole new framework for the liberation of all oppressed people and the emancipation of all humanity: the new
communism. We are followers of BA. And you need to become followers of BA too. There never has been a leader like
this in this country and there is no other leader like this in the world now. We cannot afford not to follow this leadership if we
ever want to get free and put an end to this madness.

4.

We need to urgently change the situation where not nearly enough people know about this revolution and are with it. We
need to get this revolution, and its leadership, known everywhere. We need to challenge and seriously struggle with people
right around us, and all over the country, to do something that, yes, requires real heart and will make a positive difference for
real—become part of this revolution, and follow this revolutionary leadership. We need to organize more and more people into
the ranks of the revolution.
Organizing people into this revolution means reaching out to all sorts of people—not just where there are protests and
rebellions against oppression and injustice, but everywhere throughout society—spreading the word about revolution and
getting people together (in real life and online) to grapple with why an actual revolution is necessary, what such a revolution
involves, and what kind of society this is aiming for. This will enable people who are new to the revolution to themselves
become organizers for this revolution and to recruit more and more people to do the same. On this basis, and through the
growing ranks of the revolution acting together as an increasingly powerful force, it will be possible to attract and organize the
necessary numbers, and build up the necessary strength, to be in the position to do what needs to be done.
We need to struggle hard with people to take up the orientation and strategy, the values and goals, for this revolution,
and dedicate themselves to working for this revolution, while we unite growing numbers to fight the abuse, brutality and
destruction perpetrated by this system, and through all this get thousands and then millions of people prepared and steeled
to do away with this system that brings so much hell to people. We need to wield this growing revolutionary force to stand
up to this system and its murderous enforcers and to change the whole “terrain” (the political, social and cultural situation and
“atmosphere”) throughout society, in order to weaken the hold of this system over people, win people away from acting to
strengthen and enforce this system, and create the best possible conditions for this revolution to succeed.
To come back to basics: We need revolution—a real revolution. We cannot afford to waste these rare times and
circumstances that could be ripened into a real chance to make revolution. We cannot afford to squander the rare
and precious leadership we have for this revolution. We have to get busy, build the movement and the organized
forces for revolution all over the country, and work together tirelessly for this revolution, to actively prepare for the
situation where this system can be brought down and something much better brought into being.
To get more of the tools and the knowledge you need to become part of this revolution, and to go to work building for this
revolution, get with those representing for this revolution right now, become
part of the Revolution Clubs around the country, go to our website revcom.us regularly, and watch
The RNL—Revolution, Nothing Less—Show every week.
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If you want to know more about this, right now, keep reading: here is further
knowledge about these basic truths.
One.
This system of capitalism-imperialism rules and profits by exploiting and oppressing, using and abusing masses of
people, including children, all over the world; by treating whole groups of people as less than human; by slaughtering
people who get in its way; by threatening people with its arsenals of mass destruction; by destroying the environment.
Regardless of who is in the positions of power, this is the only way this system can operate, and under this system
things can only get worse. All this is why we need a revolution. Bob Avakian (BA) has put this very clearly: “We have two
choices: either, live with all this—and condemn future generations to the same, or worse, if they have a future at all—or,
make revolution!”
To make it very clear once more: By revolution we mean nothing less than overthrowing this whole system—
defeating, disarming and dismantling the murderous armed power and other institutions that enforce this
system—completely abolishing this whole system and replacing it with something radically different and much
better, a new society built on an entirely different foundation. And this new system we need is socialism—an
economic and political system that is set up to meet the needs of the people, not the profit and power of exploiters and
oppressors—a system that moves to do away with all exploitation and oppression, and supports people everywhere
fighting against exploitation and oppression, in order to get to a communist world, where all this madness will finally
be ended, for real, and people all over the world will be able to work together for the common good. Don’t be fooled by
talk about how communism is no good and will make things worse. That is just talk that helps to keep this system of
capitalism-imperialism going, with all its horrors for the masses of humanity and its growing threat to our very existence.
In the works of BA, and other works you can find at revcom.us, you can learn the real truth about communism and the
way BA has further developed communism into an even more powerful and liberating science of revolution: the new
communism.

Two.
This is one of those rare times and circumstances when revolution becomes possible, not just because this system
is always a horror, but because the crisis and deep divisions in society now can only be resolved through radical
means, of one kind or another—either radically reactionary, murderously oppressive and destructive means or radically
emancipating revolutionary means. Those who have ruled over us, for so long, with their Republican and Democratic
parties, are now caught up in bitterly fighting each other over how to hold this country together, keep this system going,
enforce its rule over the people it exploits and oppresses, and maintain this country as the world’s top-dog oppressive
power. The Republicans are moving to exercise this rule through fascism: discarding the pretense of “democracy for all,”
relying on naked brutality and trampling on people’s rights, to enforce undisguised, aggressive male supremacy, white
supremacy, xenophobia (hatred of foreigners and persecution of immigrants, especially from non-white countries) and
crude “America first” chauvinism. The Democrats are trying to keep things together with more disguise and deception,
with the claim that what exists in this country is a “great democracy” representing “the will of the people,” and for this
reason it deserves to be, and needs to be, the most powerful force in the world. But, in reality, both of these ruling class
parties are working to maintain the violent oppressive power, the dictatorship, of this capitalist-imperialist system, with
all the horrors for humanity this involves.
These divisions and conflicts have ripped big holes in the camouflage of this system, further exposing its real nature
and the lie that this is “the greatest country in the world,” the “shining light of freedom” and “leader of the free world.” All
this is very likely to become more and more intense, tearing apart the bonds that have held things together under this
system and further deepening the divisions throughout society, including within the institutions of power. This could lead
to something very bad—or something very good, IF we act in the way we need to in these rare circumstances and
fight to take things where they need to go.
As BA has emphasized, in a powerful New Year’s Statement (A New Year, The Urgent Need For A Radically New
World—For The Emancipation Of All Humanity), the fact that the fascist Trump was voted out of office is important

but it only “buys some time” and time is not on the side of the fight for a better future for humanity. So the time there
is must not be wasted by going along with this system. We will never get where we need to go by being a tail on the
Democratic donkey (and, obviously, not by siding with the Republican fascists). No, we need to break out of acting on
the terms, and within the confines, of this system, which has all this murderous oppression and destruction built into
it. We need to be actively working to radically change the “alignment of forces” in society, to where things are more
favorable for overthrowing this whole system.
These days there is a lot of talk about another civil war, especially from fascists, in government and the broader society,
who think they could just carry out a one-sided slaughter of those they hate, including Black people and other people of
color, “illegal immigrants,” “uppity women” and those who don’t conform to “traditional” sexual and gender relations and
“norms.” This situation needs to be radically changed, to where there are masses of people prepared to defeat these
fascists and to do so as part of getting rid of this whole system, which has bred these fascists, along with all the other
horrors it continually perpetrates.
What we need is “repolarization for revolution”—making real revolution an active and increasingly powerful force of
first thousands, and then millions, of people organized to work for and win more and more people to this revolution—
radically changing the “terrain” on which the revolution will be fought.
Today, there are not only many fascists in the murderous police forces, but more than a few in the military as well. But
it is a fact that, at the high point of the 1960s, the strength of the radical liberation movements at that time reached
into and strongly influenced every part and every institution of society—including the armed forces of this system,
where more of the soldiers looked for leadership from the Black Panther Party and other revolutionary-minded forces
than from the president of the United States (the so-called “commander-in-chief” of the armed forces). Even with the
differences between then and now, creating this kind of situation—where a revolutionary movement based
on the new communism and the leadership of BA is impacting every part of society and key institutions—
this is achievable, and is a very important part of preparing the ground for the seizure of power, when the
time is right. This will make it possible to have the best fighting chance to take revolution all the way, and not
be beaten back down into yet more horror.
And the potential for this revolution is real. There is the ever intensifying climate crisis—and it is a scientific fact that this
system of capitalism-imperialism cannot solve this crisis, but can only make it worse. At the same time, over the past
few years, literally millions of women, all over the world, have demonstrated their outrage at the murder and rape, the
attacks on their right to abortion and birth control, and the all-around brutality and abuse they are continually subjected
to, as a result of the male supremacist relations that are built into this system of capitalism-imperialism, and all systems
that are ruled by exploiters and oppressors. And last summer, when millions of us, of all races and genders, rose up all
over this country in righteous rebellion in response to the vicious murders of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor by police,
this powerfully demonstrated the potential for revolution.We were supported and joined by millions more in countries
all over the world. And, at the height of this, the whole country, the whole world was compelled to recognize and to talk
about the long and continuing chain of these racist murders and big questions about the whole history and nature of this
country. Yes, this powerful rising was, in the short run, misled into dead-ends by people working for meaningless petty
reforms and seeking funds for themselves and positions within the structures of this system. But that does not change
the fact that what was demonstrated was the possibility and potential for something much greater and far better—an
actual revolution.

Three:
Bob Avakian (BA) came forward as a revolutionary and developed into a communist leader through the mass
revolutionary upsurge of the 1960s. He is an old white guy—yes, deal with it! Unlike so many who considered
themselves revolutionaries at that time, BA has never given up, never departed from the road of revolution. He has
continued to advance on this road and to confront the problems and difficulties in making revolution. He has drawn
crucial lessons from the historical experience (positive and negative) of revolution throughout the world, and from many
other aspects of human society and human endeavor. He has deeply studied how this system of capitalism-imperialism
actually works, and what are the defining contradictions of this system that constitute the basis for overthrowing it. It is
through all this that he has brought forward a whole new framework for the liberation of all oppressed people and the
emancipation of all humanity: the new communism.

BA is providing ongoing leadership for this revolution, and he has a whole body of work that contains the scientific
method to analyze the problem and the solution, the strategy for the revolution to bring down this system, and the vision
and concrete plan for that radically different and much better society, on the road to emancipate all of humanity from
every form of oppression and exploitation, and to enable humanity to become fit caretakers of the earth. He’s even
written a Constitution (the Constitution for the New Socialist Republic in North America) that concretely maps out what
to do starting right after the seizure of power, so we can actually work on building up that whole new emancipating
society. It is simply true: There never has been a leader like this in this country and there is no other leader like this
in the world now, and we cannot afford not to follow this leadership if we ever want to get free and put an end to this
madness.

Four:
Many of the people who can be won to this revolution are not “into this” now and are not acting in accordance with the
methods, principles, and goals of this revolution. And there is still way too much trying to get over on each other and
attacking each other, which only brings more heartbreak and misery. This revolution is in the interests of all people
who catch hell under this system and all those who hunger for or dream about a world where an end to exploitation,
poverty, inequality, injustice and oppression is not a bitter joke but a liberating reality. Instead of fighting each other, we
need to be uniting everyone with a heart for justice and protecting and defending each other from the criminal, brutal
and murderous actions of “official” forces and fascist forces with the power to do us the greatest harm. We need to be
working together to build up the ranks of the revolution and prepare to defeat the forces, of any kind, that would keep
this system going and make its madness even worse.
And, in working to change the world in this way, people can change themselves—they can be united with in refusing
to put up with injustice that no one should accept, and struggled with to see that revolution is the way to put an end
to all this—that revolution is what we should live for and fight for. The basis for making this real is concentrated in the
guideline: Fight the Power, and Transform the People—for Revolution.
To do this, people need to break with this system’s ways and take up radically different and emancipating methods,
principles and goals, and a radically different and far better culture, morality and way of relating to each other. With the
revolution it’s not “everyone out for themselves and against everybody else”—it’s all of us together who can’t stand to
live like this and hunger for something much better, something truly emancipating.
At the same time as leadership and guidance for this revolution is being provided, in an ongoing way, through our
website, revcom.us and through The RNL—Revolution, Nothing Less—Show, and while paying attention to the
necessary health measures in light of the still continuing COVID pandemic, we are reaching out directly (in real life) to
people around the country, to bring the liberating message of this revolution, to win growing numbers of people to this
revolution and organize them into the ranks of this revolution.
All over the country, in every neighborhood, every school, every place and every institution where there are people
sickened by the way things are, or questioning whether things have to be this way, revolutionary organization needs
to be built, as part of the nationwide revolutionary movement. This revolution and its leadership need to increasingly
become the authority that people look to and the leadership they follow, setting the standard and providing the direction
for how people see things, and how they act.
Through all this, growing numbers of people can be working together to shape the political situation, winning masses
of people to revolution and strengthening the organized revolutionary forces for the all-out fight for revolution when the
conditions for revolution have been ripened.
To come back, once more, to basics: We need a revolution—a real revolution. And this revolution is possible.
To everyone who hungers for an end to oppression and injustice, and everyone who has the heart to fight for
something that is really worth fighting for: You need to get into this revolution, become part of the organized
forces for this revolution, and work tirelessly for this revolution, so that we can have a real chance to win.

